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IMPORTANT DATES 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA

• January 7, 2019: Call for Papers Opens

• March 10, 2019: Call for Papers Closes 

• April 12, 2019: Submission decisions sent 

• May 1, 2019: Agenda Published - San Francisco, CA 

• May 6, 2019: Speaker tasklist is sent out

• August 12-15, 2019: DevOps World | Jenkins World 2019 San Francisco

*All Dates Are Subject To Change
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IMPORTANT DATES
LISBON, PORTUGAL

• January 7, 2019: Call for Papers Opens

• June 9, 2019: Call for Papers Closes

• July 19, 2019: Submission decisions sent 

• August 19, 2019: Agenda Published 

• August 23, 2019: Speaker tasklist is sent out

• December 2-5, 2019: DevOps World | Jenkins World 2019 Lisbon, Portugal

*All Dates Are Subject To Change
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PRESENTER RESPONSIBILITIES

• Available to give the proposed talk during your scheduled time listed on 
Event Agenda (on event website)

• Communicate in a timely manner with event staff about your session

• Share a PDF copy of your presentation HERE before the conference begins, 
so slides are available to attendees immediately following your 
presentation

• Participate in promoting YOUR session via personal social channels

*Questions? Contact Skylar VanAlstine: svanalstine@cloudbees.com

https://goo.gl/forms/s9U5BgvGFC5GOCAu2
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WHAT WE ARE LOOKING FOR

We’re seeking amazing proposals that will transform the way Jenkins users and DevOps 
practitioners solve problems, explore new use cases, or simply try something new.

Here’s how you can make your proposal stand out:

● Include content that encourages discussion and audience engagement

● Appeal to broad spectrum of interests and share a unique perspectives to attendees

● Facilitate knowledge transfer and development of new, and innovative techniques

● Incorporate code and demos to showcase relevant, compelling knowledge and 
experiences
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WHAT WE ARE LOOKING FOR
APPROVED SESSION TOPICS

To help narrow the focus, we are looking for submissions featuring:

● Cloud Native Evolution

● DevSecOps and Security

● IT Automation

● Machine learning/ Data science

● CI/CD

● Enterprise DevOps Leadership

● All things Jenkins

● All things Kubernetes

● Open Source Community, Cultural Transformation
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WHAT WE ARE LOOKING FOR

It is important we maintain the integrity of our conferences by providing interesting, 
and educational experiences to conference attendees. Proposals with practical and 
real-world solutions will most likely be accepted while sales and marketing pitches 
will almost always be rejected, as such sessions are rarely well received by attendees.

*Questions? Contact Skylar VanAlstine at svanalstine@cloudbees.com

NO SALES OR MARKETING PITCHES
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PARTICIPANT TYPES

LEAD PRESENTER

The lead presenter is the primary expert on the session's subject and will do most of 
the talking. In a panel, the lead moderates a conversation among panelists, with 
whom they have discussed the session beforehand. The lead presenter is also the 
primary point of contact for event staff and should be available to participate in 
and/or respond to regular communications leading up to the event.

CO-PRESENTER

Co-presenters support the lead presenter(s) and add their own unique experiences or 
ideas to the session. In a panel, co-presenters (or panelists) are customers, partners, 
project participants, or the like, each with a unique voice on the topic.
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SESSION TYPES
45-MINUTE BREAKOUT SESSION

A breakout session is a 45-minute stage presentation with slides, videos, 
and/or demonstrations. Plan to leave 10 minutes at end for audience 
questions. The session lead should be an expert on the topic, with up to 1  
co-presenter to support or add unique experiences or insights.

• Participants: 1 lead presenter + 1 co-presenter
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SESSION TYPES
PANEL DISCUSSION

A moderated 45-minute discussion between panelists with shared experience or 

expertise. The moderator has communicated the topic(s) with the panelists 

beforehand, and all should have a general idea of the conversation’s intended 

direction. Panelists can be customers, partners, project participants, or similar, each 

with a unique voice on the topic. Slides aren’t required but should be limited to one 

deck if used, and should only include participant intros and supporting illustrations of 

specific ideas discussed. Plan to leave 10 minutes for audience questions.

• Participants: 1 lead presenter (moderator) + up to 5 co-presenters (panelists)
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SESSION TYPES
10-MINUTE LIGHTNING TALK

A lightning talk is a 10-minute stage presentation with slides, videos, and/or 
demonstrations. Plan to stick around for a few minutes after your talk for 
audience questions. The presenter should be an expert on the topic.

• Participants: 1 lead presenter 



Thank you


